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LIBBY LARSEN, guest composer
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Saturday, September 26, 2015
Robert J. Werner Recital Hall
2:00 p.m.
Margaret Songs (Willa Cather) Libby Larsen (b. 1950)
I. Bright Rails
II. So Little There
III. Beneath the Hawthorne Tree

Chanting to Paradise (Emily Dickinson) Libby Larsen
I. Bind Me - I still can sing
II. In this short Life
III. By a departing light
IV. Out of Sight?

FROM Sonnets from the Portuguese (Elizabeth Barrett Browning) Libby Larsen
VI. How Do I Love Thee?

The Birth Project Libby Larsen
I. The Song Rehearsal (A. E. Stallings)
II. Pregnant (Cheryl Strayed)
III. Ultrasound (A.E. Stallings)
IV. Due Date (Lauren Groff)
V. Alone (Akiko Yosano, adapt. M K Dean)
VI. Mia (Gina Zucker)
VII. First Miracle
VIII. Superhero (Phoebe Damrosch)
IX. From the Start (Cheryl Strayed)
X. Five Days (Heidi Pitlor)
XI. I Did It! (Heidi Pitlor)

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
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